Social Studies 90: Unit 5: Classical Greece

Unit 5: Chapter End Questions & Exam Outline
The unit end exam is made up of three parts: part one presents students with a series of objective
questions (multiple choice, true/false, ordering, matching, map work) and part two consists of various
written questions and tasks (these are used to create written questions on tests). Part three requires
students complete some map work related work.
Part One: The Glossary
Write down definitions for all the terms listed in the table below. Students are tested on these terms in
part 1 of the unit end exam. Mastering these terms is achieved by making use of the review activities on
the course website at www.vcanada2.com. You can use Google Docs to store the definitions for your
glossary terms and the answers to your section end questions (see part 2).

Section 1

Section 2

Terms
Section 3

Section 4

Mycenaeans (p.124)

Polis (p.127)

Direct Democracy
(p.135)

Philip II (p.142)

Trojan War (p.125)

Acropolis (p.127)

Classical Art (p.136)

Macedonia (p.142)

Dorians (p.125)

Monarchy (p.127)

Tragedy (p.136)

Homer (p.125)

Aristocracy (p.127)

Comedy (p.136)

Alexander the
Great (p.143)
Darius III (p.143)

Epic (p.125)

Oligarchy (p.127)

Peloponnesian War
(p. 137)

Myths (p.126)

Tyrants (p.127)
Democracy (p.128)
Helots (p.129)
Phalanx (p.131)
Persian Wars (p.131)

Philosophers (p.138)
Socrates (p.138)
Plato (p.138)
Aristotle (p.139)

Section 5
Hellenistic
(p.146)
Alexandria
(p.146)
Euclid (p.147)
Archimedes
(p.148)
Colossus of
Rhodes (p. 149)

Part Two: Written Questions & Tasks
Be prepared to answer questions related to the following questions. Also, there isn’t near enough room
to answer these questions by just writing underneath them. Put in the work required to compose a
meaningful and detailed answer.
Section 1: Cultures of the Mountains and Sea
1.1. Explain how the sea, land and climate shaped Greek culture (p. 123 and 124).
1.2. How did contact with the Minoans affect Mycenaean culture (p. 125)?
1.3. In order to answer this question, refer to and study the map presented on page 124. Other than the
explanation offered in Homer’s epic poem the Iliad, why do you think the Greeks went to war with Troy
(critical thinking)?
1.4. The Dorian period is often called Greece’s Dark Age. Why do you think this is so (p.125)?
1.5. We have inherited a number of phrases from the ancient Greeks, e.g. Achilles heel, Homeric, Trojan
Horse, Herculean task, and the Midas touch. Demonstrate your understanding of what these phrases
mean by composing suitable sentences.
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Section 2: Warring City States
2.1. What did Draco do to set Athens on a path towards democracy in 621 BCE (p.128)?
2.2. The term draconian has come to mean “extreme cruelty or severity”. Why do you think Draco
basically made death the punishment for every crime (critical thinking)?
2.3. What important reform did Solon introduce to Athens making everyone basically equal under the
law (p.128)?
2.4. What reform did Cleisthenes introduce further expanding the power of the common person in
Athens (p.128)?
2.5. Who was citizenship restricted to in Athens (p.128)?
2.6. Athens government excluded women, slaves and people not born in the city from participating in
decision-making. With this in mind, is it accurate to call Athens’ government “democratic” (critical
thinking)?
2.7. Take a look at the diagram at the bottom of page 128. Which form of government do citizens have
the most power? Explain.
2.8. Read “A Husband’s Advice” at the top of page 129. How is the husband’s advice representative of
Athenian attitudes towards women?
2.9. Re-create the two-column table below. Fill in the table by reading pages 129 and 131.



Athens
Established a democracy





Athens had no king





Athenians placed a high value on cultural
achievements
Women in Athens were expected to
remain “out of sight”





Sparta



2.10. What were two consequences of the Persian Wars (p.133)?
2.11. How does an aristocracy differ from an oligarchy (critical thinking and p.128)?
2.12. Why were the Spartan soldiers willing to sacrifice themselves at the Battle of Thermopylae (critical
thinking and Google)?
Section 3: Democracy and Greece’s Golden Age
3.1. Pericles was a wise and able statesman who led Athens during much of its golden age. He had three
goals. What were they (p.134)?
3.2. Pericles made it so all public officials were paid a salary. Why did this particular reform make Athens
one of the most democratic governments in history (p.134-135)?
3.3. What technique for interpreting history was Thucydides the first to develop (p.136)?
3.4. What two fundamental assumptions did Greek philosophers base their thinking on (p.138)?
3.5. Socrates was put to death by Athenian authorities for “corrupting the youth”. Socrates, however,
believed his teaching were good for Athens because they forced people to think about their values and
actions. Is it a good or bad thing to get people to consciously reflect on why they value what they value
and act the way they act (critical thinking)? Why or why not?
3.6. Create a three column table like the one you see below. You’ll notice each column presents a
philosopher and one of their most important insights. In the space provided, write down your
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interpretation of what each philosopher was trying to say through, or meant by, their insight (critical
thinking). You might find the graphic at the top of page 139 helpful.
Socrates
“There is only one good,
knowledge, and one evil,
ignorance.

Plato
“Philosophy begins in wonder.”

Aristotle
“He who studies how things
originated…will achieve the
clearest view of them.”

Section 4: Alexander the Great
4.1. If Alexander had lived, do you think he would have been as successful in ruling his empire as he was
in building it (critical thinking)?
Section 5: The Spread of Hellenism
5.1. Alexandria was a cultural and intellectual center. One astronomer, Aristarchus of Samos, reached
two significant scientific conclusions while working at a small observatory attached to the Library of
Alexandria’s museum. What were these two conclusions (p. 147)?
5.2. Eratosthenes, the director of the Library of Alexandria, tried to calculate the Earth’s true size. Using
geometry, he computed Earth’s circumference at between 28,000 and 29,000 miles. Circumference is
the linear distance around a circle, i.e. it would be the length of a circle if it were opened up and
straightened out to form a line segment. What does Eratosthenes work with circumference imply about
the shape of the Earth?
5.3. What was the main concern of the Stoic and Epicurean schools of philosophy (page 148-149)?
5.4. What do you think was the greatest scientific advance of the Hellenistic period (critical thinking)?
Explain.
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Part Three: Greece During the Peloponnesian War, 431-404 BCE
Use the map on page 137 of section 2 of your readings to label the blank outline map below.
Cities
Sparta
Corinth
Athens
Miletus
Ephesus

Water
Ionian Sea
Aegean Sea
Mediterranean Sea

Territories
Greece
Persian Empire
Macedonia
Crete
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